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Plan for LOADng compatibility

• AODVv2 base protocol is already close
• Few minor details (ICMP, cleaning up broken routes, dest-only RREQ flag, …)
• I have a pretty clear understanding of goals
• Input from LOADng team welcome
• As of now I am prohibited from using LOADng text
Specification revisions in 2012

• March revision was done in extraordinary hurry to satisfy WG editorship expectation
• plan for a way forward; none was found
• October: document merge not happening!
  – Alternative, work solely from …dymo-22 to still achieve a conceptual merge
  – Thus, another very hasty revision → ..23.txt
• Soon: a “non-hasty”, quality product
Editorial Responsibility

• Responsive to WG input
• Manage document text revision
• Manage I-D submission
• Prodding for mailing-list input
• Resolution via IETF tools Issue Tracker
• Fair to all parties, beholden to none
• Expedited completion of charter goals